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Monster Fish 2014 describes several fish with unique characteristics such as incredible size
fierce appearance or dangerous behavior including the goliath tigerfish giant catfish stingrays
and anglerfish
Make Origami Fish 2017-07-15 the ancient art of origami is breathtakingly beautiful but sometimes
it makes novice artists feel like fish out of water this accessible introduction to origami fish
is the perfect way for readers to test the waters of this peaceful craft in addition to a
plethora of step by step projects this fun guide is stuffed to the gills with cool facts about
fish readers will learn about these amazing creatures as they fold their own paper playmates and
create a pondful of their own beautiful fish full of interesting information and accessible
projects this guide will make a splash in any library
Anglerfish 1900-01-01 lurking in the darkest parts of the ocean the anglerfish could easily be
considered the boogeyman of the sea one of the most hideous creatures on land or in water with
sickening mating rituals and ruthless hunting methods the anglerfish is best left alone voyage
into the dark and learn of this monster of the deep and its trademark glowing lure
Moray Eels 1900-01-01 once a moray eel has clamped down on a fish something terrifying happens a
second set of jaws lunges out of its throat and begins to devour its prey readers won t be able
to turn away as they learn all about the moray eel its adaptations and habitat and the dangers it
presents to scuba divers
Energy from Oceans and Moving Water 2013-01-15 power from water is an excellent energy source
that we are exploring more and more readers are presented with the benefits or harm this energy
source might cause to the environment then they are asked to make up their own minds about its
viability this informative source is a great addition to any reader s library
Fold Your Own Origami Ocean Animals 2021-07-15 what s under the sea a lot of fascinating animals
readers of this book will learn how to fold origami versions of many of these creatures including
whales crabs and fish while also learning facts about the animals and their lives in the ocean
illustrations will guide them on each step and color photographs of the real animals in their
natural ocean habitat help readers make meaningful connections with the text
Seahorse Fry 2012-08-01 deep under the ocean a father seahorse gets ready to do something
astonishing he is going to give birth to his babies hundreds of them the tiny seahorse fry emerge
from their father s pouch and swim off so begins the life of a baby seahorse in this coming of
age introduction to these unusual fish readers will learn how seahorse pairs bond for life how
dad gives birth to the couple s babies and how the little seahorses must take care of themselves
as soon as they are born the colorful interior spreads and gorgeous photos of seahorses are sure
to delight emergent readers
Energy from Inside Our Planet 2013-01-15 geothermal power has been harnessed in different ways
for thousands of years readers are introduced to the ways people are using this energy source
today as well as the possibilities of its use in the future diagrams and vivid photographs will
keep the interest of readers from cover to cover
Ocean Animals 2014-07-15 take a plunge into the watery depths with this fun title filled with
aquatic origami projects folding projects featuring whales skates crabs and colorful fish are
accessible with explicitly illustrated instructional text as readers create various fishy crafts
they will learn vital facts and vocabulary about each ocean creature the vibrant photos and
colorful design is sure to make this book a splash
Moray Eels 1900-01-01 once a moray eel has clamped down on a fish something terrifying happens a
second set of jaws lunges out of its throat and begins to devour its prey readers won t be able
to turn away as they learn all about the moray eel its adaptations and habitat and the dangers it
presents to scuba divers
Puffins 2013-01-15 a puffin s colorful beak is its most unusual physical feature readers will
fall in love with this little black and white bird while learning about the ways it has adapted
to it s frigid environment easy to follow text and colorful photographs make this a truly
exciting read
Stingrays 1900-01-01 some stingrays are small and some have wingspans of over 20 feet some are
gentle passive hunters while others electrocute their prey to death those fascinated with the sea
will be enthralled with the engaging facts and beautiful underwater photography found within this
volume that captures the wonder of these elegant and deadly creatures
Dolphins 2011-07-01 dolphins are geniuses of the deep with their complex language and cognitive
abilities these playful animals have been extensively studied and continue to impress scientists
with their intelligence this wonderful book uses vivid photographs and engaging text to guide
young readers through the fascinating world of dolphins
Growing and Eating Green 2009 from back cover covers the multitude of ways that growing raising
and marketing organic and fair trade foods can complement earth s ecosystems provide wonderful
improvements in the quality of our lives and offer stimulating career opportunities from
sustainable farming and veterinary medicine to cooking and culinary arts food co ops and other
alternative ways of packaging buying and selling what we eat
Let's Classify and Fold Origami Fish 2022-07-30 the more than 30 000 kinds of fish living in
earth s waters may look different but they are classified together by a few features they all
have a backbone breathe with gills and are cold blooded among other similar features in this book
readers find out all about what makes a fish a fish they learn even more about certain fish like
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stingrays alongside creative origami projects that bring art and science together from a fish s
life cycle to how to fold a fin this title has everything needed for a deep dive into steam
curricula
Marine Biologists 2013-07-15 ocean lovers and animal fans will enjoy this fact filled book about
the scientists who study life in the world s oceans clear concise text and vibrant photographs
will make this volume appealing to any reader a great reference to one of the most fascinating
careers in science
Anglerfish 1900-01-01 lurking in the darkest parts of the ocean the anglerfish could easily be
considered the boogeyman of the sea one of the most hideous creatures on land or in water with
sickening mating rituals and ruthless hunting methods the anglerfish is best left alone voyage
into the dark and learn of this monster of the deep and its trademark glowing lure
Orca Calves 2012-08-01 under the ocean a mother orca gives birth to her calf and then gently
pushes the baby to the water s surface so it can take its first breath of air so begins the life
of a little orca calf in this coming of age introduction to these marine mammals readers will see
how an orca calf feeds swims and spends its days surrounded by the protection of its family pod
children will discover that unlike many young animals most orcas do not leave their mothers as
they approach adulthood but will stay with their family for their entire lives the colorful
interior spreads and gorgeous photos of orca calves are sure to delight emergent readers
Raccoon Cubs 2011-01-01 introduces young readers to raccoons where they are found the dens that
they live in and how they raise their young until they go off on their own
Welcome to the Seashore 2016 which crusty ten legged creature is on the hunt for tasty morsels of
dead fish to eat who will be caught by the sea anemone s stinging tentacles what is the green
slime that covers the rocks and which tiny neighborhood resident likes to eat it and what does
that seabird hope to find among those long strands of seaweed readers will discover how living
things depend on each other and their environment for survival packed with facts core curriculum
information and fantastic photographs that support the text each book takes readers on a mini
safari through a habitat like piecing together a jigsaw puzzle readers will discover connections
and interactions between the plants animals and other living things that make each natural
neighborhood their home
Box Jellyfish 1900-01-01 there are many species of box jellyfish some of which are very small
regardless of their meager size they are able to deliver millions of poisonous stings that can
stop a grown human s heart read on to discover what makes the terrifying yet beautiful box
jellyfish one of the deadliest creatures in the sea
Stealthy Sharks 2012-08-15 fearsome predators lurk in both the depths and the shallow waters of
the world s oceans waiting to attack their prey with clever precision vibrant photographs will
provide an up close look into the world of sharks that will fascinate readers clear and
informative text explains the extreme advantages this ancient predator has over its prey and
engaging facts will keep readers entertained from cover to cover
Snowy Owls 2013-01-15 describes the physical characteristics natural habitat and life cycle of
the snowy owl a bird of prey of the far north
Make Origami Birds 2017-07-15 the ancient art of origami comes from ancient japan but birds come
from the dinosaurs this unique book teaches budding origamists how to fold beautiful origami
creations while providing fascinating facts on birds readers will love making winged paper
creatures by following clear step by step instructions accompanying photographs make every fold
clear and accessible ensuring readers will be able to follow along with ease this peaceful art
form is as beautiful as birds themselves and the hands on approach to learning helps readers
retain information they ll absorb interesting science topics while having fun ensuring this
dynamic book s popularity
Zombies and Other Walking Dead 2013-01-01 examines zombie lore famous cases and possible
explanations
Beluga Whales 2013-01-15 describes the physical characteristics life cycle and natural
environment of beluga whales and the ways in which they have adapted to their frigid environment
The Florida Historical Quarterly 1999 these avian geniuses are extremely resourceful and are able
to make and use tools the crafty crow can be found all around the world demonstrating its
brilliance photographs and accessible text make these ominous birds easily understandable and
friendly to young readers
Crows 2011-07-01 an overview of different kinds of jobs in the wilderness and wildlife management
world and what they entail on a daily basis
The Mercantile Navy List and Maritime Directory 1927 the most intelligent invertebrate is
thoroughly examined in this educational volume these deep sea geniuses have demonstrated long and
short term memory and the ability to open a screw capped container vivid photographs and engaging
text guides readers through the fascinating facts about these brilliant cephalopods
Managing Green Spaces 2009-08 hop plop splash welcome to the world of amphibians these cold
blooded creatures come in crazy shapes sizes and colors readers of this fantastic guide to the
ancient art of origami will learn all about amphibians as they craft step by step instructions
help budding origami enthusiasts follow along with ease while accompanying photographs
demonstrate each fold ensuring accessibility and fun readers will find this ancient art form both
peaceful and playful and the hands on approach to learning will help them retain interesting
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science facts while having fun they ll love creating a whole collection of paper amphibians
Octopuses 2011-07-01 they may breathe like humans but these amazing creatures are suited to life
in the water readers will be submerged in the enchanting world of marine mammals through engaging
and educational text topics such as life cycles habitats physical features and adaptations are
covered even reluctant readers will be delighted by this new and exciting adventure into a
different environment
Make Origami Amphibians 2017-07-15 ruth owen takes regency romance for a walk on the wild side as
a desperate woman s dangerous charade compels a tormented nobleman to raise the stakes on love
sabrina murphy has spent years trying to live down the reputation of her gambler father but after
being accused of a murder she didn t commit sabrina decides to wager her life on the success of
an audacious scheme she will assume the identity of an heiress who disappeared as a child duping
the wealthy and powerful trevelyan line long enough to lift the family jewels and flee the
country the hitch she must convince the dark handsome and mysterious widower lord edward that she
s not bluffing when the young beauty claiming to be his long lost cousin arrives at the trevelyan
estate lord edward is justly skeptical her very existence jeopardizes his inheritance and yet
even he must admit there is a striking resemblance and that her gentle presence works magic on
the tattered remains of his family but when a series of suspicious accidents threatens her life
she and edward are drawn together by a need to expose the truth and by a desire neither can
resist praise for gambler s daughter ruth owen writes with a wonderfully original voice gambler s
daughter is a feast for the senses from beginning to end new york times bestselling author joan
johnston
Marvelous Marine Mammals 2012-08-15 for fans of katie flynn and sheila jeffries the canal girl is
a heart warming novel from the queen of family saga and author of bicycles and blackberries
sheila newberry wales 1883 young ruth owen a talented musician with a scholarship to a
prestigious music school has a sparkling career ahead of her but after a run in with her
mysterious tutor drago she flees to london leaving everything and everyone behind london 1897
fourteen years later ruth owen now married with two children finds herself struggling for money
and a place to live left with no other option she must return with her family to the place she
once fled but what troubles await her return and can the past ever truly be forgotten reading a
sheila newberry book is like having dinner with your mother in her warm and cosy kitchen you can
feel the love and care put into every juicy morsel diane allen bestselling author of for the sake
of her family i have long been a fan of sheila newberry s novels i love their wonderful warmth
and charm maureen lee bestselling author of the seven streets of liverpool
Gambler's Daughter 2014-02-18 durs grünbein is the most significant poet and essayist in german
today no other modern german poet has written from such an emphatically european and global
perspective and this volume seeks to present the poet and his work to the english speaking world
in all their significance and breadth written by a line up of international scholars and critics
the volume offers highly readable and wide ranging essays on grünbein s substantial œuvre
complemented by specially commissioned material and an interview with the poet it covers the
german and european traditions and engages with grünbein s works in the context of a number of
relevant topics such as memory urban life mortality love and presence it also probes grünbein s
sustained dialogue with the natural sciences and the visual arts
The American Mercury 1927 robert s narrative delves into the often neglected aspects of world war
ii spotlighting the sacrifices and adaptations of american citizens on the home front the story
emphasizes the transformation of industries the crucial role of women symbolized by rosie the
riveter and the societal shifts caused by the departure of millions of men to the front lines it
provides a unique perspective on daily life changes rationing and the challenges faced by
families religious leaders and the church in supporting the war effort while navigating the human
cost of conflict
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